Introduction
This report documents the approach, execution, and outcomes of the STEM Outreach initiative taken on
by the University of Southern California Institute of Transportation Engineers Student Chapter (USC ITE)
in Spring 2022. USC ITE submitted a proposal to the ITE Western Data Collection Fund in December
2021 and was awarded $1,000 to assist with the execution of a STEM outreach program that teaches high
school students about transportation topics. The USC ITE team was motivated to develop a STEM
outreach curriculum that would introduce high schoolers to transportation careers and brings awareness to
how transportation impacts their everyday lives, something that the team of undergraduate students would
have enjoyed learning about in their high school years. In February 2022, USC ITE established a
partnership with USC Hybrid High College Prep, a free, public charter school less than a mile away from
USC’s University Park campus and led one information session and three STEM outreach workshops
with 16 students from the high school, aged 16-18. The student chapter is proud to present this report
which documents the first STEM Outreach program initiated by USC ITE.
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Team
The USC ITE team was made up of six undergraduate students from a variety of disciplines, pictured
below.

Approach
Once notified of the funding award from the ITE Western Data Collection Fund for its proposed STEM
outreach program in mid-January, USC ITE reached out to local high schools via email to find a school
that would be interested in accommodating the four-workshop transportation curriculum the student
chapter had in mind. USC ITE planned to have secured a partnership with a high school by the end of
January, with the workshops taking place from early February to mid-March. However, the timeline for
content delivery was delayed due to various roadblocks described below.

Execution
USC ITE quickly discovered that finding a partner school was more challenging than anticipated, due to
staffing shortages and COVID-19 concerns at the local high schools. USC ITE reached out to eight local
schools in the area, with a focus on primary and charter schools. Three schools expressed interest
throughout the month of January and early February, but the planned timeline was delayed due to an
extensive background check and clearance process for working with minors required by the university, as
well as responses from the three interested high schools.
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Roadblocks
Perhaps the most significant roadblock throughout the process was the continued concern of COVID-19,
which left the content delivery mode uncertain and resulted in less flexibility from the high schools. To
mitigate these roadblocks, the student chapter established in its initial communications that the program
could be hybrid, virtual, or after school, and also committed to being a COVID-conscious partner.
Thankfully, USC ITE established a partnership with USC Hybrid High College Prep, a school that was
flexible enough to accommodate the workshops, and had the availability for the USC ITE team to teach
students at their school during the school day. In future iterations of this STEM outreach program, USC
ITE student leaders would like to start the outreach process earlier rather than later due to these
unanticipated delays in establishing a partner school. Additionally, future STEM outreach efforts will
include a more detailed syllabus to send to schools before establishing a parternship to provide more
specific information to schools.
Another challenge was coordinating availability of the team and slides. Due to various commitments, the
USC ITE team was not able to have all six team members present during the same session, but the team
delegated a lot of the work to be done asynchronously (i.e. creating slides). This actually had the
unintended effect of making slides clearer for both the presenters (potentially other students) and the
students, as the individual work of the team allowed the slide creators to go more in depth on their topics.

Session Background and Time Breakdown
USC ITE ended up teaching three sessions versus the original four session model that was proposed, due
to the delays in establishing a partnership with a local high school. In lieu of a fourth session, the team
held an info session to gather student interest in the curriculum, and shifted content slightly from the
original plan. The team was not able to move forward with its idea for a full field trip or site visit, as it
was determined to be logistically challenging given COVID-19 and also hard to coordinate around the
students’ schedules. The adjustment of hour long sessions to 45 minute sessions based on the students’
schedule also proved to be a challenge, as the team had to redistribute some material between the lessons.
To guide our session planning, USC ITE decided to establish curriculum goals for its high level planning
meeting, shown below.

Curriculum Goals:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Learn about how different forms of transportation interact with each other
Learn about how you can impact transit and road networks across LA and beyond.
Evaluate the environmental impacts of traffic and congestion
Learn about USC’s transportation curriculum and careers in transportation, including internship
opportunities.
5. Apply all these principles and put on that “orange hard hat” to reimagine a street in your
neighborhood!
Below describes each session’s themes, general plan, and curriculum goals achieved. The first two
workshops were 45 minutes long and took place at the USC Hybrid High Campus in a classroom during
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the students’ free period, while the final session was 2.5 hours and took place at USC’s campus in a
lecture hall. More detail is available in the session planning document and the slides, linked at the bottom
of this report.
Info Session – In this session, we focused on introducing ourselves and ran a fun icebreaker activity that
reinforced the idea of transportation being everywhere. We also laid out the curriculum goals for the
students, and had an honest career Q/A/ discussion about transportation (4) (1).
Session 1– Introduction to Transportation and Mobility: In this session, we introduced the concept of
multimodal transportation, mode choice, and connected systems. To hone this in, we had students
evaluate the pros and cons of taking various modes of transportation between different sets of destinations
depending on their group. This encouraged them to think critically about how different distances are
predisposed to different modes of transportation (1).

Results from polling the students about how long it takes them to get to school and what mode(s) of
transportation they use during Session 1.
Session 2– Measuring Congestion and its Consequences: In session two, we defined and discussed
traffic congestion, and discussed potential solutions– particularly public transit as a solution. We then
talked in depth about public transit projects in Los Angeles, with a particular focus on the equity and
environmental considerations taken in each project. To top it off, we wanted to activate the students’
design brains by having them redesign Vermont Avenue, a local arterial that runs by their school (2) (3)
(5).
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Session 3– Interactive Design Workshop: We dived into the politics of transportation and the design
process in the first part of this session, while also discussing the history of transportation and community
involvement in planning. During lunch, we answered questions about careers and USC in general. After
lunch, we dived into our design activity, which involved designing a street while considering stakeholder
demands (2) (3) (4) (5).

USC ITE STEM Outreach leaders explaining an activity to USC Hybrid High School Students.

USC ITE team members acting as stakeholders trying to influence the street designs of students.
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The initial timeline was more accelerated than our actual time breakdown, but all in all, the general
amount of time spent preparing for each session and running each session roughly was expected. Each
session ended up being slightly shorter than we originally anticipated in the draft proposal, but the initial
prep time for the project (i.e. finding a partner and doing high level planning), took considerably longer
than anticipated.
Figure 1: Breakdown of Time Spent by Session
Session by Month/Day of 2022

Task Description

Time Spent (Person Hours)

2/1: Initial Planning Meeting

Laying out initial plan

5 (5 x 1 hr)

2/14-2/17: USC Protecting
Minors Course

Meeting with USC to discuss
required logistical approval
before working with minors

3 (3 x 1 hr)

2/14: Meeting with Sarah from
USC Hybrid High

Discussing schedule for student
outreach and preliminary
logistics

2 (2 x 1 hr)

2/24: Session 1

2/18: Creating
Slides/Content/Planning

4 (4 x 1 hr)

2/24: Session 1

Pre Class Meeting + Conducing
info session

9 (3 x 3 hr)

3/8: Session 2

Logistical discussion and
working on slides on our own

6 (4 x 1.5 hr)

3/8: Session 2

Pre Class Meeting + Conducting
session 1

6 (3 x 2 hr)

3/24: Session 3

Logistical discussion and
working on slides on our own

6 (4 x 1.5 hr)

3/24: Session 3

Pre Class Meeting + Conducting
session 1

8 (3 x 2.5 hr)

4/15: Session 4

Ideation session for activity and
general logistics planning

10 (5 x 2 hr)

4/15: Session 4

Conducting session 4 (10:45 1:30 + prep and cleanup time)

17.5 (5 x 3.5 hr)

4/30: Report Generation

Creating report

4.5 (3 x 1.5)

TOTAL HOURS SPENT

80.5 hr
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Figure 2: Key Dates of Program (on both ends)
Date

Description

2/19

USC Hybrid High Notifies Students of USC
Student Outreach Program, and distributes our
poster

2/24

Info Session

3/1

Signup Deadline for Program

3/8

Session 1: Introduction to Mobility

3/24

Session 2: Measuring Congestion and Its
Consequences

4/1

Finalizing room reservations for final session at
USC Price School

4/15

Session 3: Interactive Design Workshop

Communication/Logistics
I. Maintaining Communication with Stakeholders
Once we established communication with USC Hybrid High, the key part of planning the events was a
clear communication chain and clear day-of communication. We established emergency contacts and
primary contacts for each event, which changed through each session. Additionally, we also maintained
consistent communication between each event; this prevented us from making a mistake and going on the
wrong day once! Through our robust communication and cross-checking, we were able to successfully
deliver and plan for each session, including the USC field trip, well ahead of time.
II. Delegation of responsibilities
To minimize the load on both the schools’ resources and our resources, we set out a clear logistical
delegation of responsibilities between us and USC Hybrid High. We allowed USC Hybrid High to use
their social media channels and their outreach networks to reach out to students after the initial info
session and to gauge interest in the initial information session. Because the school administration had
more experience reaching out to students in this way, we let them do most of the work for the student
outreach side beyond our sessions. We also leveraged USC Hybrid High’s class schedule and worked with
the students’ schedules to ensure that the highest number of students possible could make our sessions.
On our side, we focused on not only lesson planning but also planning for refreshments and perks to keep
students engaged and also maintain interest in the program. All of these efforts required some additional
effort on our part; we usually budget 30 minutes to 1 hour to purchase additional materials and meet up to
talk about logistics before each session.
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Ahead of the last session, we pursued a partnership with USC’s transportation research center,
METRANS, to secure room space and also leverage their relationship with Papa John’s Pizzeria. Thanks
to their generous sponsorship and support, and our outreach efforts towards METRANS, we were able to
provide a full meal and use a very large space that was perfect for our final design competition.

Lessons Learned
Throughout our time planning and executing this STEM Outreach program, we learned a lot about how to
work with each other, a local school, and younger students in creating a successful experience for all.
First, we learned that it is best to begin outreach as early as possible in the process. This would allow for
enough time to make arrangements with the school and account for any delays in communication. Given
the uncertainty with the pandemic, this was especially troubling. With that being said, we learned that
having a handful of committed volunteers allowed us to create and deliver a unique and engaging
program, even on a shortened time frame. Similarly, we discovered that passion was one of the most
important qualities to share with the students. By letting our genuine interest in the subject matter lead the
sessions, we were able to engage with the students past the mere sharing of information.
While we had originally planned the general topics of the sessions before beginning the program, we did
make adjustments to the initial plan between sessions. This flexibility allowed us to incorporate what we
learned about the students in previous sessions and cater our topics and level of complexity accordingly.
For example, the information session was very helpful in guiding how we should approach future
sessions. We quickly saw how engaged the students were and how eager they were to learn more about
the transportation industry, STEM fields, internship opportunities, and career advice in general. With this
in mind, we made sure to address these topics and let the students know we were happy to offer
mentorship if they desired. Given our team of diverse majors, we wanted to showcase how vast and broad
the transportation industry is while sharing our own more specific interests as well. Approaching
transportation topics from a wide-angled perspective made for interesting discussions during the sessions
that we hope were as rewarding for the students as they were for us.
In addition to teaching the students about transportation issues in Los Angeles, the students also exposed
us to transportation problems they face themselves, which reveals a larger issue in our society. Many of
the students who took part in our program have issues commuting to schools due to not having an
available car. One particular student has a single mother who owns a car that almost breaks down on
every trip, and to get to school the student has to carpool with various friends. He doesn’t feel
comfortable taking the bus due to its inefficiency and overcrowding. LA needs to improve its public
transportation, and it was interesting to see how students find many of the options getting to school as
inconvenient especially since many of them don’t have access to a car.
All in all, we learned a lot from the experience of planning and delivering this STEM Outreach Program.
The most important factors in our ability to conduct the program successfully were having a team of
enthusiastic, committed volunteers to plan and lead the sessions, encouraging mentors to guide us in
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creating fun and engaging lesson plans, and a school program director to trust us in sharing our passion
with their students.

Appendix
Link to Slides:
Session 1 – Info Session:
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1qBpf_OptNbkAVjCSBxuyTEG5fXQXw8Ayfz0UNc-U_g8/edit?
usp=sharing
Session 2– Introduction to Transportation and Mobility:
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1hrgjntM-uXtbqT3i1hPStodM67__9zU6CwSjLWDrE6A/edit?usp
=sharing
Session 3– Measuring Congestion and its Consequences:
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1l2KT_zazjNAR1h2huYlZnGPtKgnpzmFeuGiwXS9KNlc/edit?us
p=sharing
Session 4– Interactive Design Workshop:
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/12FNEreYsbV_X0d6qKwk0rsDwNWJ8jHapft-PYECkUoU/edit?
usp=sharing
High School Student Slides (from Session 4)
Group 1:
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1rHv7VNI2OkC2bgqLGYX-BZlNnyZ2XWOWZzuwffBovLM/edit?
usp=sharing
Group 2:
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1j-IHCRWyNkaRyX1PTPXj3FGOJ9QiD1gVTWNkL6hDaWI/edit?
usp=sharing
Group 3:
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1fsCuaTqt_INjfQJHYoO5Z2IJzst2ldkSMe9q9hY3QoE/edit?usp=s
haring
Group 4:
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1GMHSTQhEXBHHNzbkbcT6CP1fDsDSKcVHEcP89HQ8bGo/ed
it?usp=sharing
Ideation/Primary Planning Document:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1cWxUPUIz1cqKszNoudCF99CzSh1o7d5JRioM7vZf6cs/edit?usp=
sharing
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